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picture. The "ego/conscious personality" represents the portion of the Reasoning Mind that

comprehensible to the ego identity. Due to genetic distortions and the present level of

consciousness from the ego and the body during sleep, in order to have full
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simultaneously with the Ego self, whether or not the ego is consciously aware of

or not the ego is consciously aware of these perceptions. Information gained through the

available to the ego/personality if the ego accepts its responsibility for being the

personality if the ego accepts its responsibility for being the conscious director of energy

to be. The ego can build a bridge between the Dream self/higher-self,

Science. As the ego begins to assimilate the other portions of the Reasoning Mind,
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and 2, the Ego Mind of dimension 3, and the multidimensional Spiritual Mind levels

multidimensional spectrum. The Ego Mind speaks in linear words and language patterns and
the

mind and the Ego Mind can be bridged by the Ego Mind taking the

bridged by the Ego Mind taking the initiative and creating Symbol-code Agreements with

Code-Agreements, the Ego Mind sets a parameter for a specific symbol or shape

of mind. The Ego Mind may then use the Symbol-Code to retrieve conscious

to allow the Ego Mind to access greater information regarding whether or not it

Symbol between the Ego Mind and the other levels of the Multidimensional Mind. The
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to as the ego, is not a bad thing, it"s just a part of

3D world. The ego has been taught that it"s alone down here. So it

patterns. eople vvith ego problems are just people whose personality levels got so scared

there"s people with ego problems that will play the opposite to that- passive, I"m

Workshop 2. The ego needs a nice linear flow of information for it to

We all have ego. Ego is not bad. It"s just the part of ourselves

linear path, the ego goes "ah! Let me go find some of those

remember now? The ego gets stuck on these questions a lot of the time.

healing because their ego can"t grasp. You need a bridge. So we"ll make the
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go kill your ego ... and then they try to pretend like they have

they have no ego. Right? "My ego is dead. I killed it. I

Right? "My ego is dead. I killed it. I threw it out. I

about what an ego is, in the first place. Disk 2; lh 24 An

24 An "Ego" is simply the part of you that looks out on

the window." Your ego goes with your mental body. However, there is "negative

is "negative ego", which is when the mental body gets confused and it

People with negative ego, and we all have some touches of it... it might
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don"t need negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes

negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes it doesn"t

that is where ego comes from. The negative ego is what a lot of

from. The negative ego is what a lot of spiritual traditions try to, like,
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has smaller, usually ego-based issues, that, oh, it wants this right now, and
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bad attitude of ego, arrogance and "garbage" will cause more of the same

can let the ego-self try to force its will upon the intrinsic nature
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mental body "ego" awareness to traverse other regions of space-time and density.

Mental Body "ego" great difficulties in natural formation and usage of the organic

the D-3 Ego often experiences this expansion of consciousness as being "out
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projecting D-3 Ego attempts to ignore or override this bio-response, it can

to contract. The Ego may find itself "trapped out of body" unable to

physical, allowing the Ego to "get back into the body". In extreme cases

motion and the Ego meets its biological death transition. Working with Maharic, Node and

the Density-1 Ego. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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Mental Body "ego" awareness to traverse other regions of space-time and density.
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Conscious Mind "Ego". How quickly one will become able to hold clear mental
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between D-3 Ego and the Higher personal Inner Christos to strengthen the Ego"s
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the D-3 Ego remains stuck The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 188 Presented
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3 Mental Body Ego leave the physical body and make safe transition into the
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D-3 "Ego" self "loses track of itself" as the split begins

DNA, causing the Ego to "fall asleep", to then "reawaken" in the

emerge and the Ego would begin to "shift" consciousness to the D-4
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manifest" and the Ego will begin to have conscious control in initiating Astral Projection

to D-3 Ego thoughts "on its own", taking these thoughts into actions

the D- 3 Ego mind while simultaneously being fully awake and engaged in D-

holograms that the Ego will "run into as physically real" as the DNA

the D-3 Ego "moves into the future" to meet its creations. "

"Fantasies", the Ego is, in actuality, creating. "Imagination" is highly misunderstood in

coherent and the Ego does not "blank out" and lose itself as in

the D-3 Ego consciousness accelerates in oscillation, rises in frequency and expands into

the Mental Body Ego remains "stuck in 3-D" and cannot expand into

the D-3 Ego mind awareness, disrupting its ability to focus clearly within, often

or overwhelming the Ego with chaotic sensory impressions over which the D-3 mind

control. If the Ego mind recognizes that it is the intended co-creative director

of identity, the Ego can begin to develop confidence in its innate creative powers.

mind technologies" the Ego can work with the Higher Self to get free from
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the D-3 Ego through more direct, immediate, telepathic communication. This is also a

the D-3 Ego to progress in Radial Body expansion to eventually develop skill

the D-3 Ego entering 4th DNA Strand activation eventually learns to consciously "

veils" between the Ego and other stations of consciousness will progressively dissolve as the

dissolve as the Ego and Higher Self together work to heal the Shadow, transcend



by distracting the Ego mind with fantasy dramas, while harnessing the D-3 Mental

the D-3 Ego recognizes that "thinking", "imagining" and "Day Dreaming"

the D-3 Ego mind begins to "walk its 3-D holographic dream"

3 awareness the Ego begins to recognize translations of knowledge from the Higher Self

3 Mental Body Ego progressively and reciprocally recognizes itself as an eternal consciousness
that

integration continue, the Ego progressively "remembers" more detail about "what the present

locations. Once the Ego experiences the realities of genuine spiritual integration,
consciousness expansion and
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is going; the ego/Shadow side is not something to be jettisoned in order

formed by the ego (to protect itself from your higher ideals) is still
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flower of the ego-Shadow is comfortable to acknowledge the new seeds of the
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Creation of the Ego and the Higher Self. 9,558 BC-8000 BC Following the
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human lineage. DREAMING, EGO, AND HIGHER SELF Dreaming The third DNA strand
corresponds to
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DREAMING, EGO, AND HIGHER SELF ter did not dream multidimensionally as the

Frequency Fence. The Ego and the Higher Self Through the mutation in the third
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known as the Ego, and its perceptions are limited to activity taking place within

The lower mind Ego developed an exaggerated sense of dualistic perception, as it became

Frequency Fence the Ego became cut off from conscious relationship with its personal
morphogenetic

the planet. The Ego awareness felt itself to be isolated and separate from the

reality, but the Ego awareness lost the ability to consciously perceive that reality. The
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DREAMING, EGO, AND HIGHER SELF The Higher Self mind could not only

was operational the Ego could not translate higher dimensional data into conscious awareness,
nor

mind of the Ego, and through this conscious connection the Ego rediscovers its
multidimensional

conscious connection the Ego rediscovers its multidimensional aspects of awareness. When
the third DNA

merge with the Ego and the mental awareness will comprehend itself as being a

in integrating the Ego into its multidimensional identity is to open the lines of

conscious communication between Ego and Higher Self. In contemporary terms this is often
called

merge. If the Ego makes a conscious effort to allow its Higher Self to

then eventually the Ego will understand the Higher Self to be part of its
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Self and the Ego came into being within the human lineage in 9540 BC,
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veils between the ego, higher self and soul identity began to 135
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veil between the ego and the higher self identity aspects to begin dissolving. 2.
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karmic dramas and ego-based choices that normally would have manifested. The Incubation
Rite

the soul and ego identity. The couples of Palaidorian Birthing Contracts will begin rapid
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division between the Ego/personality awareness and the Higher Self awareness. Reversal of
this

to merge the Ego, stationed in the low to middle frequency bands of D-

identity. When the Ego and Higher Self merge, awareness of the astral and soul

available to the Ego, dream reality and astral perception become clearer, fourth DNA strand
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the D-3 ego identity and a separation of the lower three levels of
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will permit your ego to get out of the way of your intuitive perceptions.
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Fix" and "Ego Pat" • No Human on Earth at this time has
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Fix" and "Ego-Pat" Seductions, we can avert Fallen Angelic and Illuminati manipulation
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the Drakonian-inspired ego-trip propaganda of "scientiflc expertise," whereby most of
humanity"s
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Big doesn"t mean ego-bound. It doesn"t mean, "hi, I"m going to be
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Because of an ego trip. I won"t use that expression. They have an expression
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themselves and others. EGO AND NEGATIVE EGO rrlie desire for recognition amongst one"s
peers

EGO AND NEGATIVE EGO rrlie desire for recognition amongst one"s peers (and tlie

you. An "Ego" is simply the part of you that looks out on

window " Your ego goes with your mental body. However, there is "negative

is "negative ego", when the mental body gets confused and creates all sorts

People with negative ego, and we all have some touches of iL it might

don"t need negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes

negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes it doesn"t

that is where ego comes from The negative ego is what a lot of

from The negative ego is what a lot of spiritual traditions try to annihilate
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the personality and ego identity into the greater aspects of gestalt identity as contained
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learned about what Ego means, what it means to be "Source-less ,"
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an expression of EGO, most often used by people who feel that they are
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The lower mind Ego developed an exaggerated sense of dualistic perception, as it became
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24 An "Ego" is simply the part of you that looks out on

there ... Your ego goes with your mental body. However, there is "negative

is "negative ego," which is when the mental body gets confused and it

People with negative ego, and we all have some touches of it (it

don"t need negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes

negative ego. Negative ego is to protect the personality when it believes it doesn"t

that is where ego comes from. The negative ego is what a lot of

from. The negative ego is what a lot of spiritual traditions try to, like,
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Oh, we"re on ego trips." No, it isn"t about that. You need to be
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it, not with ego, not with arrogance, not with: "I"m just wonderful. I"m
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on others are ego games that blind you to self-awareness and empowerment. If
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wrong, recognize the ego game and refrain from engaging. You do not have to
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need for "Ego demand," which is based upon a fear of non-fulfillment
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has smaller, usually ego-based issues, that, oh, it wants this right now, and
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YOURSELF CONSERVATION:
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of mastering the ego. There"s a lot of lip service to love, which often
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3. Every ego compensation pattern; where the ego tries to make itself more

pattern; where the ego tries to make itself more important or it gives itself
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the rift between ego and Higher self (discussed in Voyagers 2), thereby enabling
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Overlay Net. The Ego-Net for short. That"s the D3 mental body Net. These
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Net, or the Ego-Net, that controls the mental body or the epigenetic overlay.
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D3 Net, the Ego-Net, the Epigenetic overlay Net. It corresponds to what we
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Net or the Ego Epi-Net runs, the one controlling the epigenetic overlays in
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is the D3 Ego-Epi-Net, or Epigenetic Overlay Net. This is the one
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this-like, alter-ego. "I"m powerful, I"m not powerful, I"m powerful, I"m not
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personality level, this ego level of self that develops and it is hugely dependent
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everybody"s got an ego and you are going to find out what an ego

out what an ego is, finally we get to find out what our ego"s

to surrender your ego," "Yeah, well I"d like to if I can find

meaning to the ego and we will find out where it is and the

now, the negative ego. We"ll find out the difference between regular ego and what

difference between regular ego and what negative ego is. I"m not going into heavy

and what negative ego is. I"m not going into heavy psychology here. It"s all
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3rd NET, the ego-NET or the epigenetic overlay, EGO-NET. It is the

the epigenetic overlay, EGO-NET. It is the outer Epi-NET that controls the

we have the Ego-NET, the Intra-NET, and the Derma-NET coming downward.
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the Epigenetic overlay Ego-NET, ok? This one is the D-2 elemental Telluric
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template and the EGO, the epigenetic template. At this point if you feel any
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there is the Ego-NET or the Epigenetic Overlay NET that is the mental
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This is the Ego-NET, or the Epigenetic Overlay NET, that is controlling the
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NET, or the EGO-NET. And that one controls the D31evel of our light
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there"s the epigenetic EGO-NET. It"s about 6,437 km "Gap Zone" to about
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trapped in the EGO-NET programs that, because they feel worthless because they"ve been

in glamours, their ego is being fed, because they are so afraid of their
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glamours and the ego trips and all of that stuff It doesn"t matter if
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we know as ego here in terms of the EGO NET that makes us

terms of the EGO NET that makes us act like ninnys down here where,

attitude, the same ego and mannerisms. So, watch out for this. You"ll find the
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is called the EGO- or EpiNET. He EGO one stands for Epigenetic-Overlay DNA

or EpiNET. He EGO one stands for Epigenetic-Overlay DNA NET because it controls
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where "My ego is God" because that is what it gets twisted into
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call it the EGO-NET -Epi-genetic Overlay NET -that goes with
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this is the Ego-NET. This is where they"re controlling the Epi-genetic Overlay
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is "my EGO is God," all right, and there"s a big Difference Because
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also where the Ego Net is. So that would be where, in this area
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Overlay, to the EGO and to the, who was out there, Shamballah was 2.
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any attachment to ego as far as the presentations style and that kind of
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call that the ego level, all right? And it"s also the D-31evel that"s
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have the D3 Ego, or Epi-Net The Ego-Net refers to the epigenetic

Epi-Net The Ego-Net refers to the epigenetic overlay. That The MCEO Freedom
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call it the Ego NET, the epigenetic overlay NET because that"s the D-3
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is called the Ego-Net, the epigenetic overlay Net, that controls the chemicals that
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call the "Ego Net," that"s in Earth"s atmosphere that controls the d-3
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that usually the ego kind of says, "Well, ok .... ... you know,"
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title and the ego trip that goes with it. It is not about titles

about titles and ego trips. (Evolutionary Path of Human Consciousness) Ordinations are about
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just what the ego thinks is right." They"re willing to open the lines of
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is called the Ego NET, which stands for Epi-genetic Overlay NET. It controls
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manufacture of the Ego, which is the part of the self that is completely
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or Overlay [EGO]) in whole collectives of people. This is why the distorted
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(I AM EGO, I AM Body, I AM Elements and I AM GOD
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Mental Body "EGO" & body to receive the DN-1 TE"a-Wha Flows
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"I Am Ego-Self" (Atmic) Field. Preparation: 1. "Rasha-Eira-Krystar
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"I Am Ego-Self" to D-2-Telluric-Cellular-atomic "I Am
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"I Am Ego-Self" to D-2-Telluric-Cellular-atomic "I Am
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"I Am Ego" Conscious Mind (D-3 linear "Logical-Rational Facility"

bring the "EGO Mind" and the "Body Mind" into a state of

the personal Conscious-EGO Mind unites with the Body-Mind-GharE", enatling the Gharoche"

the D-3 EGO-conscious-awareness. Spend several minutes verbalizing and enacting each "
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the D-3 EGO-Mind, and the D-2 Body-Mind. In the GrU"-
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"D-3 Ego linear mind". Your Mini-Me will "turn on its
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3-D Mental-EGO focus", have forgotten. These are "Eternal-Life Living Clouds
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Atmic "/AM EGO" and DN-1 Ketheric "/AM God-Self" conscious-awareness
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